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eff Miguel is a saxophonist that currently
teaches and performs in the Denver metro
area. He recently received his Master of Arts
Degree in Music – Emphasis in Jazz Studies
from the University of Iowa and won the 2016
Downbeat Graduate Student Music Award for
Best Blues/Pop/Rock Soloist. All About Jazz
describes him as an “expressive” saxophonist,
“like a seasoned veteran poised to establish
himself as musician of note.”
In May of 2015, Miguel released, as a leader,
his “expertly arranged” (Pulse Magazine)
and “auspicious debut” (Midwest Record),
Perseverance. The album features all original
compositions of a variety of styles and
influences. Miguel has taken an approach in
composition and arranging that “focuses on melody and sophisticated chord progressions to express
himself” (Little Village Magazine).
Miguel also has a passion for performance that includes a multitude of genres in addition to jazz
such as R&B, Reggae, Rock, Hip-Hop, and Funk. Performing has taken Miguel to The Jazz Showcase
in Chicago, Jazz at Lincoln Center in New York City, The Crypt Jazz Club in Cape Town, South
Africa, and countless other venues.
Originally from northern Illinois, Jeff studied Biology as
an undergraduate at the University of Illinois, undertook
research at the Smithsonian Environmental Research Center,
and spent several months studying in the Galapagos Islands.
He spent the year after his bachelors serving in Americorps,
and subsequently decided to follow his passion by returning
to school to study music. He now works full-time in music as
a performer and educator.
Miguel teaches students of all ages and abilities, and
specializes in woodwinds, jazz improvisation, and theory.
Some of his past students have gone on to win prestigious
soloist awards, achieve top seats in classical and jazz all-state
festivals, and attend well respected universities for musical
studies. In the past, he also co-directed the University of
Iowa Hawkeye Big Band and taught Introduction to Jazz
Improvisation at the University of Iowa.

Press and Reviews
“They say that ‘perseverance’ with anything, eventually pays off in the end and so, one
supposes that with the hard work saxophonist Jeff Miguel has most assuredly put into this
excellent debut, the superb musicianship and creative compositional make up of Perseverance,
is not just an attention-grabbing statement but, a solid foundation from which to build a
musical career that hopefully, will produce more of the caliber of jazz contained here.”
Edward Blanco, All About Jazz, July 2015
Full Review: http://www.allaboutjazz.com/perseverance-jeff-miguel-self-produced-review-by-edward-blanco.php

“Recent MA grad Miguel is doing a solid job of finding and leading [jazz in Iowa City]. A mainstream sax man that brings some new chops and ideas to the forum, this is music from someone that has learned his lessons well in the classroom and is now fully ready to add some real
world special sauce to the mix for all to savor. A well done auspicious debut by a cat that makes
you wish the major labels weren’t going around saying ‘Jazz? What’s jazz?’ Hot stuff.”
Chris Spector, Midwest Record, June 2015
Full Review: http://www.midwestrecord.com/MWR965.html

“Perseverance is a smooth, expertly arranged debut from talented Iowa saxophonist Jeff
Miguel. His talents on saxophone are on full display. Miguel delivers smooth tones, dynamic
changes and an ability to climb up and down the scales with precision and clarity. His technical
proficiency on saxophone is apparent and just one of many reasons this album is an impressive
release, let alone an artist’s debut. A collection of his own jazz compositions, Miguel shows his
musical talents in playing and arranging in a complex genre and doing both well. [...] This is an
album made by someone who knows and understands jazz and has something new and
interesting to offer the genre.”
John Molseed, Pulse Magazine, July 2015
Full Review: http://wcfcourier.com/entertainment/music/review-iowa-saxophonist-jeff-miguel-releases-smooth-debut-album/article_a53ef392-7f19-5ae5-987d49621f9f2270.html

“Miguel focuses on melody and sophisticated chord progressions to express himself. His
playing is relaxed and subtle, and his shifting rhythmic accents keep the listener involved. [...]
The album as a whole makes me want to hear what Jeff Miguel is going to do next. The title
Perseverance tells us he’s in it for the long run.”
Kent Williams, Little Village Magazine, July 2015
Full Review: http://issuu.com/littlevillage/docs/littlevillage-180/56

Perseverance

Perseverance
Released May 2015
Label: RealTown Records, Independent
Personnel
Jeff Miguel — Tenor Saxophone, Alto Saxophone
Brian Zeglis — Drums
Blake Shaw — Bass
Jon Snell — Keyboard
Grace Leong — Keyboard
Dan Padley — Guitar
Ryan Smith — Alto Saxophone
Courtney Jones — Trumpet
Recording Info
Recorded March 16th and 18th, 2015
Earth Tone Studios — Iowa City, IA
Mixing by John Svec and Jeff Miguel

Album Track Listing
1. Perseverance
2. 140 GeV
3. Complete Contemplation
4. Puerto Baquerizo Moreno
5. Make it Plain!
6. Lingering Allure
7. Requiescence
8. This Time
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